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Abst rac t - -Th is  paper  deals w i th  the asymptot i c  behavior  of general linear methods  for a class of 
neutral delay differential equat ions (NDDEs) .  New equivalent stability relations between the ODE 
methods  and  the induced  NDDE methods  are obtained. Moreover ,  the obta ined results are also 
extended to the case of NDDEs  w i th  distributed delays.(~) 2004 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
Consider the following p-dimensional system of NDDEs: 
d [ x ( t )  - Nx( t -  r ) ]  = Lx(t) + Mx( t -  r), 
x(t)  = ~(t ) ,  
> O, (1.1) 
-w < t < O, (1.2) 
where N, L, M are constant complex p x p-matrices, f > 0 is a constant delay, ~(t) denotes a 
given vector-valued function, and x(t) (t > 0) is unknown. 
DEFINITION 1.1. I f  all solutions x(t) of system (1.1),(1.2) with any initial function p(t) satisfy 
lim x(t) = O, 
t---~q-oo 
then system (1.1), (1.2) is called asymptotically stable. 
In [ll, Hu and Mitsui gave the following stability criterion. 
PROPOSITION 1.1. (See [1]). System (1.1), (1.2) is asymptotically stable if satisfying 
(a) ~{£~[(/p - (X ) - l ( f  + ¢M)]} < 0, for all i and ( • C: {(I <- 1, 
(b) ~(X) < 1, 
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where Ip denotes the identity matrix of order p, A~(.) and p(.) stand for the i th eigenvalue and 
spectral radius of the corresponding matrix, respectively. 
Let Ai := Ai[(Ip - (N) - I ( L  + (M)]. Since conditions 
imply NAi < 0 (1 < i _< p), from Proposition 1.1, we derive the following. 
PROPOSITION 1.2. System (1.1),(1.2) is asymptotically stable if (b) holds and there exists some 
e (0, ~r/2) such that 
(~) Jarg (-~dl < ~, i~I ¢ o (i <_ i <_ p, I¢I <- I). 
Extensions of Propositions 1.1 and 1.2 in the ease of multidelay may be seen in [2,3]. Recently, 
a number  of investigations on the stability of various numerical methods for system (I.I),(1.2) 
and its special cases have been presented (cf. [1-ii]). A common result of the above papers is 
that A-stability of numerical methods for ODEs  is equivalent to stability of the induced methods 
for NDDEs .  However, it is well known that A-stable ODE methods have serious order barrier 
(cf. [12]), which necessarily results in order barrier of the induced NDDE methods. To overcome 
this barrier, Zhang and Zhou [3] gave a new result on stability (i.e., NGP((~)-stability) of linear 
multistep methods for NDDEs ,  which is based on the A(c~)-stability of ODEs  methods. 
We note that the previous research focused mainly on Runge-Kutta  methods and linear multi- 
step methods, but the stability behavior of many other methods for (I.I),(1.2) is still unknown. 
In the present paper, we extend the approach of [3] to general linear methods, and show that 
A(a)-stability of a general linear method for ODEs  is equivalent to NGP(a)-stability of the 
induced NDDE method. 
2. STATEMENT OF  THE METHODS 
For the p-dimensional systems of ODEs, 
y'(t) = f(t, y(t)), t > 0, (2.1) 
y(o)  = yo, 
Burrage and Butcher introduced the so-called general linear methods (cf. [13]) 
v 
= cij f t~+pjh,  Yj +A_~ijy5 , i = 1 ,2 , . . . ,u ,  
j=l j=l (2.2) 
u v 
= c~jf tn+#jh ,  Yj +A_ cij-yj , i=1 ,2 ,  . . ,v ,  tti 
d=l j=l 
where h > 0 is the stepsize, Yi (n) ~ y(tn + #~h) (i = 1,2, . . . ,u)  and y}n) (i = 1, 2 , . . . , v )  are 
internal and external approximations, respectively. 
Applying this method to any scalar test problem 
y'(t) = ;~y(t), 
y(0) = y0, 
generates the following recursion formula: 
with 
~A < O, (2.3) 
(2.4) 
/~ = hA, 
c12 : (c8) ~ R ~×~, c21 = (4~) c R "×", 
c11 = (c8) ~ R "×~, 
c22= (4})~R vXv- 
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DEFINITION 2.1. Method (2.2) is called A(~)-stable for some a E (0,~r/2) Kits stability region 
5:= {hc  C: the solution sequence {y(")} of (2.4)satis~es ~-~lim y(~) =0} 
contains the sector ~ := {£ e C : I arg(-£)t < a}. Furthermore, method (2.2) is cMIed A-stable 
K it is A(a)-stable/or nil a E (0, ~r/2) . 
By (2.4), we have the following. 
T~EOREM 2.1. Method (2.2) i~ A@)-st~bIe @ e (0, @/2))) ig (& - hCll) ~ ~o~i~gutar ~nd 
p[R(A)] < 1 whe~ever I'~rg(-~)l < ~, ,,,here 
In order to solve system (1.1),(1.2), we use methods (2.2), together with an adaptation of Hour 
interpolation technique (cf. [7]) to construct the following numerical scheme: 
j = 1 / 
+ NS ('~-'+8), i = I, 2, . . . ,  u, (2.5) 
~21 ~(~) ~"  o22~(--1) i = 1,2,.. x~ n) = h : i / . / j  +  ~ij ~j , ., v, 
j=l j=~ 
where 
(n--m+~) £ y, (~,~(n--m+q) 
q=--v 
s? s s2 
q -~ -- 'r 
t -  #q 
T = (m - 6)h, 6 e [0,1), m(>_ s + 1) is a positive integer, 
x} ~) (1 < i < v) are external approximations. 
Let 
L = hL, 19I = hM, F('~) = ksl(r(n)v ,J2#(=)v , . . - , f (n)T)T 
X(n) f (~)T (~)T ) , Z~=(F(~)T,x(~)T)T = k x l  ,X2 , ' ' - ,X{n)  T T 
Then scheme (2.5) may be written as 
o] [o °
-h(c21® Ip zv ® Ip z~ = c2~ ® G j z~_~ 
q~r  q~- -v  
(2.6) 
where ® denotes the Kronecker product. 
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3. NGP(a) -STABIL ITY  
This section will study the numerical stability of methods (2.5) for NDDEs. To achieve this 
object, we first extend a numerical stability concept, induced in [3], as follows. 
DEFINITION 3.1. Method (2.5) is called NGP(a)-stable (for some ~ E (0,7r/2)) if and only if 
whenever this method is applied to system (1.1),(1.2) with Conditions (5) and (b), the numerical 
solution x (n) satisfies 
lim x (n) = O. 
n"-+O0 
In particular, a method is called NGP-stable if this method is NGP(a)-stable for all a E (0, ~r/2) 
For studying NGP(a)-stability, we consider the characteristic equation of (2.6) 
det [Ql(z)  Q2(z ) ]  = 0, z 6 C, (3.1) 
[Q3(z) ~4(Z) J 
where, det[.] denotes the determinant of the corresponding matrix, and 
Ql(z) = z "~+1 [I~ ® (Ip - NO(z, 5)) - Cll ® (L + MO(z, 5))],  
Q2(z) = -z  "~ [C12 ® (L + MO(z, 5))1, Q3(z) = -h  (C2x ® Ip) z "~+1, 
Q4(z) -- z m [(Iv ® I,) z -- (C22 ® Ip)], O(z, 5) = ~ Lq(5)zq-'h 
q=--r 
In terms of the theory of difference quations (cf. [14]), we know that lim,~--+oo Z,~ = 0 if 
(3.1) ~ ]z I < 1. (3.2) 
Therefore, we further have that 
(3.2) implies lim x ('~) = 0. (3.3) ?%-'->00 
In the course of deriving our main results, the following lemmas will be quite useful. 
LEMMA 3.1. (See [15, p. 244].) Let A E C qxi2, B E C j lxj2, C ~ C klxk2, and D 6 C l~xl2. Then, 
(A ® B)(C ® D) = (AC) ® (BD). 
When A e C ~lxil and B 6 C jlxj2 are nonsingular, then so is A ® B, and 
(A ® B) -1 = A -1 ® B -1. 
(3.4) 
(3.5) 
LEMMA 3.2. (See [15, p. 259-260].) Let P(i, k) E C ikxik and P(j, l) E C j/xjl denote the permu- 
tation matrices defined by 
z J 
p(z,`7) = ® ES, 
~=i ]=i 
where each Eij E C zxJ  is Entry I in position ~] and all other entries are zero. Then, 
G ® H = P(i, k)-C(H ® C)P (j, l), (3.6) 
for all H e C ~×~ and G e C k×z. Moreover, matrix P(I, $) depends only on the Dimensions Z 
and `7, and satisfies 
P(Z,,7) = P(`7,Z) T = P(f f ,  Z) -1. (3.7) 
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s LEMMA 3.3. (See [7].) The polynomial p(z, 5) = ~,q=_~ Lq(5)z q+~ (z • C, 5 • [0, 1)) has the 
property 
Ip(z,5)l<_l(Izl=l,h•[o,1)), i~<~<r+2.  
LEMMA 3.4. Assume r < s < r + 2, method (2.2) is A(a)-stable, and Conditions (~),(b) hold. 
Then, Q~(z) is non~ing.1~r for Izl > 1 a .d  ~ • [0, 1). 
PROOF. We first prove that matrix Ip - NO(z, 5) is nonsingular for [z[ _> 1 and 5 • [0, 1). Since 
Lemma 3.3 and m _> s + 1 lead to 
]0(z,5)[ < 1 
and 
(Izl = 1, ~ • [0,1)) 
10(~, 5)1 = o (~ • [0,1)), 
respectively, we deduce from the maximum modulus principle (cf. [16]) that 
[0(z,5)[ <_ 1 ([z 1 >_ 1, ~ C [0, 1)). (3.8) 
Further, it follows from (3.8) and Condition (b) that 
p(NO(z, 6)) = 10(z, 5)Ip(N) _< p(N) < 1, (Izl _> 1, 5 e [0, 1)). (3.9) 
This shows that matrix (±p - NO(z, 5)) is nonsingular for Izl _> 1 and ~ • [0, 1). 
When Izl >_ 1 and ~ • [0, 19, write r(z) := (Ip - NO(z, 5))-1(L + ~/IO(z, 5)), by which and the 
property (3.4) of Kronecker product, we have 
Ql(Z) = zm+l[(I~ ® (Ip - Ne(z,  a)))(I~ ® Ip - C t1  ® r(z))]. (3.10) 
In accordance with Lemma 3.2, it holds that 
I~ ® Sp - Vii ® r(z) = I~ * S~ - P(p, u ) - i  [r(z) ® Cll] P(p, u) 
(3.11) 
= p( ; ,  ~)-1 [I~ ® !~, - ~(z) ® ct , ]  p ( ; ,  ~). 
Also, if Y(z) is the Jordan canonical of matrix r(z), then there is a nonsingular matrix T(z) • 
C p×p such that 
7p ® 7u - r(z) ® Cll : Ip ® ~-u - [T(z)- l  J(z)T(z)] ® Cll 
: I ;  ® I~ - [T(z) ® I,] -1 [Y(z) ® Cll ][T(z) ® I,] (3.12) 
= [T(z) ® I~] -1 [Ip ® I~ - Z(z) ® Cll] [T(z) ® I~], 
where we have used Lemma 3.1. With (3.10)-(3.12), we infer for tz] >_ 1 and 5 • [0, 1) that 
det[Ql(z)] = z(m+l)P~{det lip - NO(z, 5)]} ~ det [I~ ® Ip - Cli ® r(z)] 
= z(~+l )~{det  [I~ - re(z ,  5) ]F  det [~ ® I~ - r(z) ® Cll] 
= z(~+l)P~{det lip - NO(z, 5)]} ~ det [Ip ® I~ - J(z) ® Cll] (3.13) 
P 
= z(m+l)P~{det [Ip - NO(z, 5)]} ~ I I  det [I~ - )~i(r(z))Cll]. 
i=1 
A combination of Condition (~), (3.9), (3.13), and Theorem 2.1 implies that Ql(Z) is nonsingular 
for ]z] _> 1 and 5 • [0, 1). 
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THEOREM 3.1. Assume r < s < r ÷ 2. Then method (2.5) is NGP(a)-stable if and only if the 
corresponding method (2.2) is A(a)-stable. 
PROOF. According to (3.3), for the "if' part of this theorem, we need only to prove that (3.2) 
holds. Otherwise, if there exists some 5 E C : ]51 _> 1 such that (3.1) is true, then we know by 
Lemma 3.4 that Q1(5) is nonsingular, and hence, (3.1) is equivalent o 
[Q1 (5)] det [Q4 (5) - Q3 (5) Ol (z) -1 02 (5)] -- det O, 
Namely, 
det[Q4(5) - Qa(5)Ql(5)-lQ2(5)] = 0, for some 5: I~l ~ 1. (3.14) 
This will lead to a contradiction. In fact, it follows from Lemmas 3.1 and 3.2 that 
Q4 (5) - Qa (5) Q1 (5) -1 Q2 (Z) 
= 5 "~ [(/, ® Ip) 5 - (C22 ® Ip)] - 5 "~ (C21 @ Ip) [I~ ® (Ip - NO (5, 6)) 
- c l l  ® (L + me (5,,))]-1 [c12 ® (L + m6 (5,,))] 
= 5-~{(/v ® ip) 5 - [c~2 ® ip + (c21 ® i,) [(& ® i~) - (A  ® (i% - Ne (5, @-1  
(cl l  ® (L + me (5,,)))]-1 
x [Ix ® (Ip - NO (5, (~))]-1[C12 ® (L J- ~/0 (5, (~))]]} (3.15) 
= 5~{(Iv ® I,) 5 - [c22 ® Ip + (c~1 ® Ip) [(& ® #)  - c l l  ® r (5)] -1 [c1~ ® r (5)]]} 
= 5"~{P (p, v) -1 (Ip ® Iv) P (!9, v) 5 - [P (p, v) -1 (Ip @ C22) P (p, v) + P (p, v) -1 
(Ip ® 621 ) P (p, u) [P (p, u) -1 (Ip @ 1~ - r (5) @ Cll) P (p, u)] -1 P (P, u)_l  
x (r (5) @ C12) P (p, v)]} 
= 5"~P (p, v) -1 {(lp ® Iv) 5 - [(lp ® C22) + (Ip ® C21) (Ip ® I~ - r (5) @ 611) -1 
(r (5) ® C~Jl}P (p, v). 
Further, inserting the Jordan canonical form J(5) of matrix r(5) := T -1(5)J(5)T(5) into (3.15) 
and using Lemma 3.1 yields that 
Q4 (5) - Q3 (5) Q1 (5) -1 Q2 (5) 
= 5"~P(p, v) -1 {(lp @ Iv) 5 - [(Ip ® (322) + (Ip ® C2J  (Ip @ Ix 
--(T -1 (5)J (5)T (5)) ® Cll) -1 (T -1 (5)~ (5)T (z)) ® C12)] } P(p, v) 
--3" (5) ® Cll) (T (5) ® Iu)] -1 [(T -1 (5) ® Iu) (Z (5) ® C12) (T (5) ® lv)]] } P(p, v) 
=hmp(p ,v ) - l  { ( Ip®Iv)5 -  [ ( IpNC22)+( IpVC21)(T(2)®I~,) - l ( Ip®I~ (3.16) 
- J  (5) ® Cll) -1 (T (5) ® 1~) (T -~ (5) ® I~) ( J  (2) ® C12) (T (5) ® lv)] } P(p, v) 
= 5'~P(p, v) -1 { (Ip ® Iv) 5 - [(Ip ® C22) + (T -1 (5) ® C21) 
(lp @ I u -- ~ (5) @ el l)  -1 (-7 (5) @ C12 ) (X (5) @ Iv)] } P(p, v) 
= 5mR(p,®) -1 (T -1 (5) ® lv) {(Ip ® I.)5 - [(lp ® C22) + (Ip ® C21) 
(Ip ® Ix - J (5) ® Cll) -1 (S (5) ® C12)] } (T (5) ® Iv) P(p, v) 
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= ~m [(T (%) ® Iv) P(p, v)] -1 {(Ip ® L,) # - [(Ip ® C22) + (Ip ® C2j  
(3.16 (cont.)) 
(Ip ® I u -- S (~') ® Cll) -1 (S (~') ® C12)] } [(T (z) ® I.) P(p, v)]. 
This implies 
det [04 (z) - Q3 (z)Q1 (~)-1 Q2 (z)] 
(2"~) "" det {(Ip * I.)5- lip @C22 + (Ip ®C21)(Ip ® I~ 
® (J (2) ® } ~ y 
P --1 
=(2~)~PI]=det{2'.-[C22+],C21(I~-A,C~1 ) Cz2]} (where ~, : A, [r (2),) 
p 
= (~m)~P 1-I det [2'~ - R (X0] . 
i=1 
Thus, by (3.14), there is some i such that 
det[5Iv-R(lO] =0. (3.17) 
Whereas, in terms of Condition (~), we have 
arg( - i  0 <a, i : l ,2 , . . . ,p .  (3.18) 
Accordingly, a combination of (3.17), (3.18), and Theorem 2.1 yields 
121 < p [R (i,)] <1, 
which is contrary to the previous assumption 121 _> 1. This concludes the "if" part. 
As to the "only if" part, when set p : 1, M : N : 0 in (1.1), A(a)-stability can be deduced 
directly by NGP(a)-stability. 
COROLLARY 3.2. Assume r < s < r + 2. Then method (2.5) is NGP-stable iff the corresponding 
method (2.2) is A-stable. 
4. AN APPL ICAT ION OF  THE OBTAINED RESULTS 
In fact, with the previous results for NDDEs, we can further deal with the NDDEs with 
distributed elay, that is, the IVPs of the form 
[x(t) - 19x(t - ~)] : ;x(t)  + Mx(t - 7) + ~ x(s) ds, t > O, 
(4.1) - -T  
~(t) : ~(t),  -~  < t < o, 
where 19, L, 1V/, and/~ are constant complex pxp-matrices. When introducing two new functions: 
97(t) := ,x(s )ds  and X(t)  := 2(t) ' (4.2) 
(4.1) can be transformed into a 2p-dimensional neutral system 
, 
(4.3) 
(~( t )  ) 
X( t ) :  ftt_,~o(s) ds ' - 'r <t  <O. 
Applying Propositions 1.1 and 1.2 to (4.3) yields, respectively, to the following. 
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PROPOSITION 4.1. System (4.3) is asymptotically stable if satisfying 
(a) ~ (aO < o, 
(b) p(_~) < 1, 
for all i and ( C C : 1(1 _< 1, 
where 
o ip Ip - (g  • 
PROPOSITION 4.2. System (4.3) is asymptotically stable if (b) holds and there exists some ¢x E 
(o, ~/2) such that 
(~) l arg(-&)] < ~, lad # o (1 < ~ ~ p, I¢1 -~ 1). 
By the transformation (4.2), one can readily deduce that the solution x(t) of system (4.1) sat- 
isfies limn-~+~ x(t) = 0 if and only if system (4.3) is asymptotically stable. Hence, the conditions 
in Propositions 4.1 and 4.2 also imply the asymptotic behavior of system (4.1). Moreover, it is 
obvious that if (4.1) is to be solved, then it suffices to solve (4.3). Suppose that {X( n)} is the 
external approximation sequence obtained by applying method (2.5) to (4.3). Then, with an 
illustration similar to Theorem 3.1, we can conclude the following. 
THEOREM 4.1. Assume that r < s < r+2 and system (4.3) satisfy Conditions (~t) and (b). Then 
l im, ,~  X (~) = 0 if and only if the underlying method (2.2) is A(a)-stable. 
Further, by Theorem 4.1, we have the following. 
COROLLARY 4.1. Assume that r < s < r + 2 and system (4.3) satisfy Conditions (5) and (b). 
Then, limn-~c~ X (~) = 0 if and only if the underlying method (2.2) is A-stable. 
Obviously, the conditions in Theorem 4.1 and Corollary 4.1 also imply the numerically asymp- 
totic behavior of systems (4.1). 
For simplicity of the statement, this paper deals only with the case of one-delay. In fact, 
with Propositions 2.1 and 2.2 of [3], the above results can be further extended to NDDEs with 
multidelay 
[ ] 
dt q=l q=l q=l rq 
x(t) = ~(t), 
t>O,  
- -T<t<O,  
where L, Nq, /l~/q, and/~q (1 __ q < k) are constant complex p x p-matrices, 7q (1 < q _< k) are 
some constant delay, and r = maxl_<q_<k rq. 
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